
Our company is looking for a training spec. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for training spec

Develop and assist the AAF master instructors to develop a comprehensive
training program to train other AAF Maintenance personnel in Unit and Direct
support level maintenance and repair techniques, theories and principles
Train AAF master instructors on documentation of vehicle records, student
training, preventative maintenance, general maintenance, use of diagnostic
systems provided to the AAF, and maintenance of specialized major sub-
systems for AAF vehicles
Responsible for assessing how well the AAF students have learned the
coursework by developing all testing materials and practical visual aids
General Shop Tool & Equipment Service ability & Accountability
Accept tasking and guidance from Program Mgmt (PM) and/or Deputy
Program Mgmt (DPM) to fulfill training requirements
Serve as interim PM and/or DPM as required
Serve as substitute trainer as required
Provide all ANDSF FoM course instruction as directed
Coordinate with and assist ANDSF as they prepare for scheduled training and
cross training as required
Assist the ANDSF in working with the supported units and subcontractors to
identify, design and manage the ANDSF FoM training requirements as
required

Qualifications for training spec

Example of Training Spec Job Description
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Effective interpersonal, organization and communication skills, and the ability
to work in a multi-disciplinary team
Good knowledge of Windows programs such as Excel, Word, PowerPoint and
computerized systems preferred
Possess a strong sensitivity to sociolinguistic and cultural references native
listener / speaker with advanced education
A Bachelor's degree in Applied Linguistics/ English with TESL/TEFL
certification, plus four(4) years of direct work experience teaching English as
a Second Language (ESL) or English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
Bachelor of Science in and a minimum of 8 years’ experience in
RF/communications systems for an A05
Meet with the client to identify training needs


